
  

  
Abstract—Students taking their first course in the Principles 

of Operating Systems usually have textbooks as their only 
resource material. In order to assist them to better understand 
the basic concepts of process scheduling algorithms as well as 
their respective advantages and disadvantages, there is the need 
for a tool to show experimentally the behaviour of these 
algorithms through comparative performance studies and 
analyses. A lot of commercial and educational software 
programs are available but each has its drawbacks ranging 
from high cost of acquisition for the commercial systems and 
non-flexibility for the educational systems. Others find their 
place between these two extremes such as non-availability and 
inefficiency. This paper presents the implementation of a 
lightweight, simple, robust and flexible tool for the comparative 
and experimental study of two existing as well as an innovative 
probabilistic CPU process scheduling algorithm, using Average 
Waiting Time (AWT) and Average Turn-around Time (ATT) 
as the criteria for performance evaluation. The tool was used to 
simulate the three algorithms using eight datasets representing 
different scenarios of processes with their burst times and 
respective locations on a virtual queue. The results showed the 
robustness of this software, especially for academic and 
experimental use, as well as proving the desirability and 
efficiency of the probabilistic algorithm over the other existing 
techniques. 
 

Index Terms—Process scheduling algorithms, probabilistic 
algorithm, average waiting time; average turn-around time.  
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Simulation programs are usually needed to mimic and 

study the behaviour of process scheduling algorithms. There 
are a number of such algorithms with each having its 
respective advantages and drawbacks. In order to determine 
the comparative and competitive advantages and 
disadvantages of these algorithms, they need to be simulated 
and their performance indices studied and used for better 
understanding of operating system principles especially by 
entry-level students and for possible choice of 
implementation in real-life operating environments. Some of 
these algorithms would show promising results in terms of 
ease of implementation but perform poorly in terms of 
starvation and vice versa. Comparative studies need to be 
carried out on them in order to determine their average 
performance while noting the costs and benefits of 
implementing each of them using simple evaluation criteria. 

Some of the available simulators are too rigid and 
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cumbersome to use. They often prescribe certain ways for 
users to present data. Any deviation from such prescribed 
formats would result in the program not working properly. 
Most of them are only available online. PCs would need to be 
connected to the internet before they can be used. Because of 
the internet connectivity requirement, some of them are very 
slow as they require and consume a lot of bandwidth. 
Majority of them are programmed in Java and hence would 
require that Java Runtime Environment be downloaded, 
installed and updated before such programs can be used. 
Those that are available as packaged programs that would not 
need any special requirement and updates are not 
cost-effective to use, especially in academic and other 
non-commercial environments. 

In order to overcome these bottlenecks, this paper 
highlights the development of a small, light-weight and 
efficient software that would be free of such overheads as 
internet connectivity; and offer the required flexibility and 
freedom of choices for the user to prepare and present data to 
the program for smooth running of the algorithms. This paper 
presents MySIM, a tiny and light-weight simulation software 
that can be used to study the behavior of two commonly 
studied process scheduling algorithms: First-Come, 
First-Served (FCFS) and Shortest Job First (SJF). It also 
presents the promising behaviour of a probabilistic algorithm. 
It presents, in addition to the afore-mentioned, a simple 
implemented proof and confirmation of the efficiency of 
probabilistic algorithms. The outputs of the software have 
created a good premise to recommend this technique for 
implementation in real-life systems in addition or in 
replacement of their present deterministic techniques.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 
presents an overview of some of the simulators that are 
available and their respective drawbacks. A brief overview 
and drawbacks of some of the existing process scheduling 
algorithms are discussed in Section 3. A detailed overview of 
probabilistic algorithm and the mathematical proof of its 
efficiency are presented in Section 4. Section 5 describes the 
datasets, design issues, mode of operation, and the details of 
implementation of this software on the algorithms. Results 
showing the comparative performance of the three algorithms 
are presented and discussed in Section 6 while conclusions 
are drawn from the study in Section 7. 

 

II. EXISTING SIMULATORS 
A good number of simulators exist in literature. Reference 

[1] is a java-based web application that implements FCFS, 
SJF, Priority SJF and Round Robin. Each input in the system 
is characterized by its arrival time, CPU burst and I/O bursts. 
It claims to be very efficient but a sample run disclosed that it 
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is very slow, since it requires a high-speed internet 
connection to load the applet, and also requires that Java 
software be either installed or updated.  

Another simulator called CPU Scheduling Simulator 
(CPUSS) was presented in [2]. CPUSS is a framework that 
allows users to quickly and easily design and gather metrics 
for custom CPU scheduling strategies including FCFS, 
Round Robin, SJF, Priority First, and SJF with Priority 
Elevation rule. It proves to be very robust and comprehensive 
software with capabilities to gather metrics such as Average 
Wait Times, Idle CPU Time, Busy CPU Time, Wait Time 
Mean, Wait Time Standard Deviation, Mean Response Time, 
Response Time Standard Deviation, Turnaround Time Mean, 
Turnaround Time Standard Deviation, etc. The long list of 
the capabilities it can handle makes it too complex and 
complicated for simple academic demonstrations and use by 
non-computer geeks such as fresh students that are just taking 
their first course in Computer Science. Above all, it runs in 
the windows-DOS environment which is characterized by 
unattractive user interface and hence, lacks user-friendliness. 

A project that is very close to our work is a simulator 
presented by [3]. However, this simulator was designed for a 
software project scheduling rather than CPU process 
scheduling, hence not relevant for our consideration in this 
study. 

MOSS, Modern Operating Systems Simulators, was found 
in [4]. It is a collection of Java-based simulation programs 
which illustrate key operating system concepts presented in a 
textbook by Tanenbaum (2001) for university students using 
the text. Though a very robust application, but since it is 
targeted at the users of a textbook for a university course, it 
thus requires that all users must have taken a full course in 
Operating Systems using exactly the same textbook for 
which it was designed. This does not fit in to independent 
software that can be used freely without any such constraint. 

The best simulator we could find, so far, during our survey 
of previous related work was presented by [5]. It was 
developed in Visual Basic 6.0 and implemented the Round 
Robin as a non-preemptive scheduling algorithm. It uses 
Average Completion Time (ACT) and Average Turn-around 
Times (ATT) as the criteria for performance evaluation. 
However, it is not as robust as ours in the sense that we 
implemented a probabilistic algorithm in addition to FCFS 
and SJF algorithms. Our major objective is to introduce the 
new probabilistic algorithm while using its excellent 
comparison with FCFS and SJF as a proof of the new 
algorithm's efficiency and desirability for academic 
demonstrations and possible implementation in real-life 
systems. 

A recent effort by [6] focused on the development of a 
simulator to implement a comparative study between three 
distributed process scheduling algorithms; sender-initiated, 
receiver-initiated and hybrid sender-receiver-initiated 
algorithms. This is a clear deviation from our objective of 
presenting the capabilities of a probabilistic scheduling 
algorithm and commonly-studied algorithms.  

Other related works are limited to small functions and 
modules for very small classroom demonstrations. Hence, 
this software is unique in being the first to implement a 
probabilistic algorithm in addition to two other CPU process 
scheduling algorithms based on our comprehensive survey of 

literature. The non-preemptive CPU process scheduling 
algorithms discussed in this paper are limited to First-Come 
First-Served (FCFS), Shortest Job First (SJF), and 
Priority-based algorithms. 

 

III. CONVENTIONAL PROCESS SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS 

A. First-Come, First-Served 
In First-Come First-Served (FCFS), the process that 

arrives first is allocated the CPU first while the ready queue is 
based on a First In, First Out (FIFO) policy. Though, it is 
simple and easy to implement, but since scheduling is done at 
constant time independent of the number of processes in the 
ready queue, it is often associated with a long Average 
Waiting, Response and Turnaround Times, especially if 
processes with long burst times are the first to come on the 
queue. In this case, processes with short burst times at the 
back of the queue will have to wait until it is their turn [7, 8].  

B. Shortest Job First 
In Shortest Job First (SJF), the next process to be 

scheduled is selected based on the shortest burst time, which 
is linear with respect to the number of processes in the ready 
queue. Though, it gives the minimum Average Waiting Time 
for a given set of processes but selection is more complex as 
it is accompanied by more overhead than in FCFS with the 
need to estimate the duration of a job (the burst time) prior to 
its scheduling. This requires the need for predictive 
algorithms, which will further increase the complexity of 
implementation. Also, starvation is possible, since if new and 
short processes keep on arriving, old and long processes may 
never be served [7], [8]. The bias here is towards processes 
with the least burst times.  

C. Priority-Based 
In priority-based CPU process scheduling algorithm, a 

priority number is associated with each process. The CPU is 
allocated to the process with the highest priority. In the 
non-preemptive version of Priority-based scheduling policy, 
the CPU is allocated to the process with the highest priority 
and equal priority processes are scheduled in FCFS order. 
Also, SJF is a special type of priority-based scheduling where 
priority is the shortest of the next predicted CPU burst time. 
This policy is associated with the problem of starvation as 
low priority processes may never be executed or will be 
executed last. The bias here is the priority given to some 
processes while others are denied. It is interesting to note that 
priority-based policy boils down eventually to FCFS [7, 8]. 

 

IV. OVERVIEW OF PROBABILISTIC ALGORITHMS 
Some of the existing CPU process scheduling algorithms 

such as FCFS, SJF, Shortest Remaining Time First (SRTF), 
Round Robin (RR), and Priority-based, have certain 
drawbacks associated with them. These drawbacks include 
starvation (very common in SJF and Priority-based 
scheduling algorithms), complexity of implementation such 
as in SJF, long waiting time and high average turn-around 
time. Fairness, efficiency, high throughput, low turnaround 
time, low waiting time, low response time, low frequency of 
context switches, and simplicity of the scheduling algorithm 
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are the goals of any efficient CPU process scheduling 
algorithm.  

Randomness has been known for its fairness, on the 
average and faster speed [9]. A process among a set of 
processes in the ready queue will be selected and dispatched 
to the CPU by random sampling while assuming that the 
default quantum time is optimal. Previous studies [9]-[13] 
have suggested that probabilistic scheduling algorithms give 
fair selection of processes without any of them having the 
tendency to be starved. They are characterized by improved 
average throughput and minimum average turn-around and 
response times.  

Some of commercial operating systems, such as PicOS 
[14], are based on event-driven process scheduling, only 
when there are events and processes awaiting such events. At 
a point, when there is no event being awaited or when there is 
no process awaiting any event, scheduling becomes FCFS 
which is already known to be associated with a long ATT and 
AWT. Application of this algorithm in such a case will offer 
better performance. 

A probabilistic algorithm employs a degree of randomness 
as part of its logic. This means that the machine 
implementing the algorithm has access to a random number 
generator. The algorithm typically uses the random bits as an 
auxiliary input to guide its behavior, in the hope of achieving 
good performance in the "average case". If there are 10 
processes, a number will be generated between 1 and 10 
inclusive. If that number has not been selected before, the 
process at the location corresponding to that number is 
selected. Otherwise, it will be ignored and another one will be 
generated while excluding the previously selected number. 
Formally, the algorithm's performance will be a random 
variable determined by the random bits, with good expected 
value. The "worst case" is typically so unlikely to occur that it 
can safely be ignored [15]. 

Hence, a probabilistic algorithm can be defined as one that 
receives, in addition to its input, a stream of random bits that 
it can use in the course of its action for the purpose of making 
random choices. It may give different results when applied to 
the same input in different runs. It is recognized now that, in a 
wide range of applications, randomization is an extremely 
important tool for the construction of algorithms. 
Probabilistic algorithms are usually characterized by smaller 
execution time or space requirement than that of the best 
deterministic algorithm for the same problem and are often 
simple and easy to implement [11].  

A. Review of Previous Work 
In literature, [11] proved lower bounds on the competitive 

ratio of probabilistic algorithms for several on-line 
scheduling problems. Their results showed that a 
probabilistic algorithm is the best possible and most 
applicable for the problem. Reference [9] proposed a suite of 
probabilistic algorithms for input-queued (IQ) switches for 
finding a good matching between inputs and outputs to 
transfer packets at high line rates or in large switches, which 
is usually a complicated task. They reported that the 
performance of the probabilistic algorithms is comparable to 
that of well-known, effective matching algorithms, yet are 
simple to implement. 

Reference [10] provided a methodology for analyzing the 

impact of perturbations on performance for a generic 
Lebesgue-measurable computation. They concluded that the 
associated robustness problem, whose solution is 
computationally intractable, could be nicely addressed with a 
polynomial-time procedure based on probabilistic algorithms. 
In order to satisfy given real-time constraints, maximize 
reliability and minimize inter-communication costs, [12] 
proposed and developed an objective function approach to 
schedule real-time task graphs that need to satisfy multiple 
criteria simultaneously. They used two different searching 
techniques, a heuristic and a random search technique. They 
concluded that the random search technique, which is 
probabilistic in nature, achieves better performance. 

This work is aimed at introducing this probabilistic 
algorithm to students of operating system principles as well 
as its promising performance as compared with other 
common algorithms. 

B. Mathematical Proof of Probabilistic Algorithms 
Computational complexity theory models randomized 

algorithms as probabilistic Turing Machines. Both Las Vegas 
and Monte Carlo algorithms are considered, and several 
complexity classes are studied. The most basic randomized 
complexity class is RP, which is the class of decision 
problems for which there is an efficient (polynomial time) 
randomized algorithm or probabilistic Turing Machine which 
recognizes NO-instances with absolute certainty and 
recognizes YES-instances with a probability of at least 1/2.  

Indicator random variables are useful for analyzing 
situations in which repeated random trials are performed as in 
the case of selecting a process to schedule at random. We can 
let Xi be the indicator random variable associated with the 
event in which the ith process is selected. Letting Yi be the 
random variable denoting the outcome of the ith selection, we 
have that: 

Xi = I{Yi = S} 

Let X be the random variable denoting the total number of 
selected processes in the n-long ready queue, so that 

  ∑  

Attempting to avoid too much mathematical details, it has 
been established in [6] that the expected cost of a typical 
randomized algorithm is: 

 
O(ln n) 

where n is the number of processes [16]. 
It has also been established by [16] that in a randomized 

algorithm, each variable has an equal chance of being 
selected. This is the most important feature of a randomized 
algorithm that makes it most desirable for scheduling tasks 
where each process will have an equal chance of being 
selected instead of the biasness associated with assigning 
priorities, using burst-times or a FIFO queue. 

 

V. DESIGN, IMPLEMENTATION AND DATA DESCRIPTION  

A. Software Design 
The simulator was designed and developed using the 

Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 Professional Edition’s Integrated 
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Developed Environment (IDE). The input data were created 
as an ASCII file and arranged as a 1-column vector from 
where they are read using the Open menu command. There is 
no imposed naming policy for these input files. Any name is 
allowed since the user is free to select the necessary file from 
an Open dialog box from any convenient location whether on 
a local disk, an external or a network drive.  

Based on the selected input data, the FCFS, SJF and the 
probabilistic algorithms were computed and written to 
another ASCII file that have been automatically created at 
runtime for the purpose. The output file, named output.txt, is 
created if it does not exist or appended to, otherwise. The 
result of each algorithm is also displayed on a window for the 
user to view. A summary of the probabilistic algorithm is 
shown in the flowchart in Fig. 1. 

The MySIM software was designed as a simple, 
light-weight system for academic purpose for the simulation 
of the behaviour of FCFS, SJF and probabilistic CPU process 
scheduling algorithms. Fig. 2 to 7 shows the main screen and 
some of the windows of the software including the output 
window and the File-Open Dialog box.  

The use of ASCII files for input and output in addition to 
the choice of Microsoft Visual Basic for this work made this 
simulator really light-weight. This quality is further 
strengthened with the fact that the entire software does not 
exceed 5MB in size.  

The user interfaces are simple, concise, unambiguous and 
easy to use but replete with only the relevant information.  

The input and output files are re-useable: they can be 
deleted and new ones created. The output file is created 
automatically by the simulator at runtime so no harm will be 
caused by deleting an existing copy of it. The innovative 
probabilistic algorithm is well implemented and its mode of 
operation was clearly shown and presented in the simulator.  

A university student who is just taking his/her first course 
in Operating Systems can easily use this simulator to 
understand the concepts of Probabilistic Algorithm in 
addition to the FCFS and the SJF algorithms implemented in 
the simulator. All these account for the robustness and 
flexibility of this tool. 

B. Implementation 
The software was implemented to simulate the operations 

of FCFS, SJF and probabilistic CPU process scheduling 
algorithms. These algorithms were implemented in order to 
establish a valid premise for effective comparison. The 
simulator takes process IDs as integer input, estimated burst 
times and their respective positions in terms of their order 
like in a virtual queue. Each of the datasets was used for the 
three scheduling algorithms in order to observe the behaviour 
of each algorithm under the same data conditions.  

For simplicity, the simulator was built on two major 
assumptions:  

• The scheduling policies are non-preemptive and  
• The processes arrive at the same time.  
The simulator was run on eight different datasets 

containing processes with different burst times that have been 
positioned in different ways in order to create different 
process arrival scenarios. This was done to determine, as part 
of the experiment, whether the location of a process in a 
queue will affect the results of the simulation, especially, that 

of the probabilistic algorithm.  
The simulation was run several times to ensure fairness to 

all datasets and the averaged final results were recorded and 
presented for each algorithm using Average Waiting and 
Turn-around Times (AWT and ATT) as the performance 
evaluation indices.  

C. Description of Data 
Tables I to VIII show the datasets representing processes 

that are identified by their IDs, with their estimated burst 
times as input to the simulator and their respective locations 
representing the arrival queue. 

The different arrangement of the jobs was meant to 
represent the different real-world scenarios jobs can take with 
different estimated burst times and arrival on the waiting 
queue. 

The number of processes can be extended to any length as 
desired. For demonstration purpose, a maximum of 10 jobs 
was implemented and reported in this paper. It was tested 
with 15 and 20 jobs during testing. However, the maximum 
attainable number of jobs was not determined and it could not 
be stated that the number of jobs could go to infinity. 

D. Experimental Computing Environment 

 
Fig. 1.  Flowchart of the probabilistic algorithm. 

 

 
Fig. 2. The main menu of the mysim simulation software. 

 
The computing environment used for this simulation study 

consists of Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 Professional Edition 
that runs on a laboratory Personal Computer with the Service 
Park 2 update of Windows XP Professional Edition version 
2002. The processor is based on Intel Pentium M technology 
with a speed of 1.8 GHz and a RAM size of 512 MB. Hence, 
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